This Digi-Trax® standalone software (SA) is a simple, effective way to print your own DIN (donation identification number) labels. You can print as many or as few as you need at any time or any place within your facility. DINs are assigned at the point of use so there is no need to purchase an expensive inventory of pre-printed piggyback label sets that may contain more labels or fewer than you require.

Advantages to printing DINs on-demand:

- Reduce operating costs
- 100% scannable barcodes
- Secure password protections
- Put an end to year-end anxiety
- Simplify supply chain tracking
- Automate compliance records

Our HemaTrax® software contains reporting features that will satisfy all regulatory requirements. There is no need for handwritten logs – all necessary information is saved and can be generated from DINselect™-SA.

By having tighter control over your DIN process, you can accurately and efficiently track all your DIN labels, including deferrals, lost DINS, year end extras, etc.

One component of this system is the Digi-Trax/ZebraFAIL SAFE PRINT, (FSP™) thermal transfer printer. This printer is unique as it incorporates proprietary firmware that provides 100% guaranteed accurate bar code scanning. If a print head error is detected, the printer will notify you immediately.

When you find you need additional labels in your process or for transfusion clients, our REPLITRAX™ system can quickly replicate any label in any format required. It's the perfect fit when you need to print extra labels at leuko reduction or to send to receiving hospitals.

Facilities can save 50% or more of their current cost of labeling DINs by using DINselect™-SA, FAIL SAFE PRINTFSP™ and Digi-Trax® DIN labels. As always, our ISBT blood bank labels and adhesives are designed to meet the rigorous demands required, specifically FDA CFR 21, Section 175.105 and the labels will remain wrinkle free, bar code readable and eye legible; even when exposed to freezing temperatures, water bath, bleach disinfecting, abrasion and most other solvents.

To “test drive” our DINselect™-SA software, contact Digi-Trax® at 800-356-6126 or at info@digi-trax.com

Download our white paper at: www.digi-trax.com/dinselect